
Theoretial Study for Vorties and The FFLO Stateof Type II SuperondutorsN. Nakai1;2, P. Miranovi3, M. Ihioka4 and K. Mahida41CCSE, Japan Atomi Energy Ageny, Tokyo 110-0015, Japan2High Performane Computing for Multi-sale and Multi-physis Phenomena, CREST, JST,Tokyo 110-0015, Japan3Department of Physis, University of Montenegro, Podgoria 81000, Montenegro4Department of Physis, Okayama University, Okayama 700-8530, JapanWhen the Pauli-paramagneti e�et strongly ats the pair-breaking for Cooper pairs, in anapplied-�eld the phase-transition between the normal and superonduting state an be the �rstorder transition. Under the temperature of this �rst order transition the order-parameter anhave the spatial modulation. This is alled as Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovhinnikov (FFLO) state[1,2℄. Reently, in the superondutor CeCoIn5 the existene of this FFLO state is suggested byexperimental studies[3℄.There are earlier studies for the Pauli-paramagneti e�et. Some of them fous on thesuperonduting phase-diagram for the temperature and applied �eld. Beause CeCoIn5 is typeII superondutor, we have to onsider the Pauli-paramagneti e�et assoiated with the FFLOstate on the same footing with vorties of the mixed state. However, there are a few studieswhih onsider those vorties[4, 5℄.We study the free energy of the FFLO state in the vortex-lattie state by using the numerialalulation, whih is based on the quasilassial theory. By omparing free energies we aim tounderstand the phase-diagram of a superondutor in whih there is the Pauli-paramagnetie�et. In the presentation we will report �eld and periodi-length dependene of the free energy,whih is obtained by the self-onsistent alulation study.

Fig. 1: Field dependene of the free energy di�erene. L is periodi-length of the order-parametermodulation. Data are for the uniform mixed state, L=25, 20, 17, 15, and normal state frombottom to top at the lower �eld.[1℄ P. Fulde and R. A. Ferrell, Phys. Rev. 135, A550 (1964).[2℄ A. I. Larkin and Y. N. Ovhinnikov, Sov. Phys. JETP 20, 762 (1965).[3℄ K. Kumagai et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 227002 (2006).[4℄ M. Tahiki et al., Z. Phys. B 100, 369 (1996).[5℄ R. Ikeda and H. Adahi, Phys. Rev. B 69, 212506 (2004).
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